Choosing a Cause
When planning project ideas,
you should help out causes that
you have a passion for. Here are
some causes to think about.

Write down some of your own ideas:

Animal & wildlife protection
Arts & culture
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Conservation & green living
Crime, safety & victims issues
Disaster relief
Education & literacy
Environment
Handicaps & disabilities
Health & disease
Housing & homelessness
Human rights
Hunger & nutrition
Immigration
Peace, war & conflict resolution
Poverty & economic development
Race & ethnicity
Sports and recreation
Substance abuse & recovery
Tolerance, equality & kindness

“I want to do something special this year, or even 20 years
from now. I want to stand out sometime.”
—Hallie
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Dream big. How do you want to make a difference
in your community—and even the world?
What do you want to do, see, and experience as
a Hallie’s Angel? Who will you help?

This month I will:

This year I will:
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As a Hallie’s Angel, you treat others with kindness
and respect, and you take action toward causes
you care about. It’s up to you to do something
different. Be like Hallie. Be bold. STAND OUT.

5 Steps Toward Making A Difference:
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CHOOSE A CAUSE
Take action in areas
that matter to you
and your Hallie’s
Angels chapter. To
get suggestions of
causes that might fit
your interests, check
out the back page.
You can also take the
What’s Your Interest?
quiz in the Hallie’s
Angels Organizer or
print the quiz at
LoveHallie.org/Quiz

GET INFORMED
Once you’ve chosen
a few causes that
interest you, dig in
and start to learn
more about what you
can do to help. Each
cause has different
needs that require
your talents.

VOLUNTEER
When you give time
and effort, you’re
right in the action.
It’s free, and you can
see the difference you
make. Get involved in
activities you enjoy,
learn new skills, and
meet others in your
community. Find
an opportunity
that matches your
skills, interests,
and schedule.
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DONATE
This doesn’t just
mean contributing
money. You might
have the resources
that another person
can use, or you may
have the skills to
collect these items for
others in need. For
example, you could
organize a food or
book drive.

REACH OUT
Raise awareness
about your cause,
enlist others to help,
and raise money.
Let people know
about your cause by
writing letters to local
government, talking
to organizations with
similar interests,
and even writing
an article for a
local paper.

“Helping is not a
responsibility. It’s
a calling. It’s not
something you
must do. But it’s
something that
you should do.”
—Hallie

Haven’t had enough? To find ideas for choosing a cause, prompts for
brainstorming goals, and more cool tools, check out LoveHallie.org/tools

